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Energy Savings Agreement

1
FURNACE
Cleaning and

calibrating your furnace
insures its best
performance.

AIR CONDITIONING
Heat and cool transfer
is greatly increased
when your coils are

clean.

COMBINATION
We service your AC in
the Spring and furnace

in the Fall.

2 3

Ounce of Prevention
Maintaining your HVAC equipment is the primary way to
maximize the efficiency of your system.
Your system could last up to twice as long.  It’s like getting two air conditioners

and two furnaces for the price of one.  The annual service you receive as part of

your membership could double the remaining life of your air conditioner and

furnace.

Lower Utility
Bills
Dirty units run
longer and cost
more.

Maintain
Warranty
Help prevent being
denied a warranty
claim.

We Call To
Schedule
Worry free, we take
care of everything
for you.
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What are you really
getting?
There is a difference between a simple
check up and a precision tune up.

A check up is just to look over everything and find an 
opportunity to sell something to the customer.  At 
Custom Climate Professionals we do a precision 
tune up. 

When servicing the furnace we perform a Safety 
Sequence Check, clean the Flame Sensing Rod, 
balance the Blower Wheel, clean the Blower 
Motor, perform a Gas Pressure Analysis, test for 
Gas Leaks, evaluate the Temp Rise, detect the 
presence of Carbon Monoxide and determine Amp 
Draws on the inducer Draft Motor and the Blower 
Motor. What this means is we take the system apart 
and inspect all of the components and adjust them to 
function at their highest efficiency.

During a A/C precision tune up, we do a Chemical 
Coil Cleaning on the inside and outside coil, 
analyze your systems Static Pressure, check 
Refrigerant Levels, test run Capacitors, check 
Amp Draws on contactors and lubricate Fan 
Bearings. In other words all of the things that 
maintain maximum efficiency of your equipment.
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Not only will these services insure the 
longest life possible for your furnace and air 
conditioner, they will save you money on 
utility bills.

You will never have an overtime charge

10% discount off any repair

5% off any new equipment purchase

Fully transferable

More info: CustomClimateProfessionals.com/Savings-Agreement

1 FURNACE AIR CONDITIONING COMBINATION2 3

One Year 169
Two Year 315
Three Year 440

169
315
440

315
600
825


